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S.O.S.tainable Equity Editorial
In order to reﬂect on the way contemporary society pursues both sustainability and equity, La B. Café
presents its third edition. In a virtual format we intend to approach what seems to be two of the main
concerns of our time. The world we inhabit has already been in crisis for decades and we have recently
experienced a global stumble. Many questions arise after this: Will it be necessary to collectively set limits
to our yearnings and aspirations? Is it possible to give up some appetites without anyone imposing it? Is
the consumption and environmental wastage regulation our responsibility or resides on the State duties?
Writer s and thinkers who participated in this edition expose here their point of view and we share it with
you.
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Some bodies need energy
María José Mancera

Some bodies need energy
the human body
that of the squirrels
that of the butterﬂy
they cannot do without the energy a photon stores
Encapsulated by a nut
reared by the sun.
Bodies of metal
need energy too
to do what they ought to do.
Their rectilinear mission
becomes the road.
A never-ending rambling,
with no sanctuary
nor shrine.
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Beyond maximization: building sustainability

#IStayHomeFor A virus that ended with
neoliberalism

based on humaneness
Gabriela

The complexity of the environment and social phenomena, along
with the way we produce and consume, an increasingly latent individualism, and limited conceptions of development as well as the rampant ecological deterioration have led us to awful outcomes. In this
respect, the aim of this text is to invite to reﬂect upon it; about our
participation and, to a large degree, the way we accept certain economic and social behavior as if it were inherent to us. Why have we
generalized an incipient self-criticism on our consumption and production habits? When did we start to allow these levels of environmental degradation, and also minimize them? And, when did we
begin to conceive social inequality without empathy? These questions have encouraged me to write this.
As a student of economics I learnt about beneﬁt maximization, ec
nomic growth models focused on efficiency and production… but
little about humaneness and social welfare. There was a lack of criticism towards neoclassical economic models, neither as part of the
syllabus nor from people around me. It is important to stress that if
economics belong to social sciences, the purpose of its study should
be humanity. My main criticism is about its frequent disassociation
from other social sciences, the lack of internalization of environmental costs in most of its models, and also how it treacherously
disassociates growth and equity.
Under this approach, it is pertinent to question our economic
model1 and to analyze more sustainable and inclusive alternatives. It
should be done simply because of there are 53 millions of poor in
Mexico, and inequality is continual (GINI index: 0.45). Likewise,
because we are one of the countries with the highest rates of deforestation (1.98 millions of hectares per year) and our society is dislocated in many ways (a growing militarization, prevailing insecurity,
machoism, individualism, among other samples of it). Both the economics and the majority of us lack humaneness. It is a concept apparently simple but with important connotations. In my opinion it is
relevant because it is intrinsical to human beings both in their individuality and their relationship with others and the planet2.
It is possible that this crisis provoked by the coronavirus, as well as
its consequences - which will be voracious at least for a society like
the Mexican-, allows us to make a pause and reﬂect how responsible
we are for these levels of inequality, environmental harm, indiff
rence towards the place we inhabit and our lack of humaneness. It
could be a chance to stake out the economic model and rethink of the
opportunities we have to formulate a social economy. One with productive methods based on a deeper sustainable long term economic
growth.
We need to transit to a more inclusive society. This crisis is just a
lens that magniﬁes the existent and latent problems we all know.
Therefore, I ﬁnd it relevant to put aside economic technocracy and
look forward to a circular economy, to development models which
emphasize humankind, that internalize environmental costs and
overall that includes a broader comprehension of social needs.3 It is
likely that only through a more sensible attitude we will be able to
conceive and forge a more humanizing economic development and
welfare.

1 Even if they have been studied, approached and acknowledged since the eighties,

macroeconomics indicators do not necessarily reﬂect society’s welfare like the
Human Development Index (IDH, implemented since de nineties). However, there
are others that do display it, based in perception surveys such as the Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (1989), the World Happens Report (UN, 2006), OECD Better
Life Index (2011), as well as other development conceptions with human accent like
those of Amartya Sen, who analyzes development as freedom in contrast to development as economic growth.
2 In terms of recognition and development of our individualities, understood in a
wide frame which considers social dynamics and the way we relate to the environment we belong.
3 Some examples focused con social economics and cooperatives: Union of Mayan
Producers Vinic, Communitarian Development Centeotl, Union of cooperatives
Tosepan. All of them show a communitarian comprehension of the environment and
its compromise both with what surrounds them and their identity. Those initiatives
implemented at companies with social and environmental governance programs are
part of the same approach.

Erik Barajas

I have always wondered if Margaret Thatcher ever understood the implications of her fatidical phrase “there is not such thing as society”. Over time I
have convinced myself that it is one of the most harmful phrases ever mentioned. Along with our ocasional reasoning capacity, the success of human
species resides in understating ourselves as a collectivity. We are, as Aristotle said, social animals.

The rudeness of daze
Nardo

During this conﬁnement, to which we have been subjected
because of the pandemic, I have been forced to tolerate an unbearable noise orchestrated by my neighbors. Noise is rude and
pollutes. It is also inequitable because a voice cannot compete
with the power of a speaker. It has become an everyday problem,
normalized without noticing how much it affects us. We are its
victims in many different ways. Electronic devices have allowed
people to impose their music and tv shows to their neighbors. Bars
and restaurants that exceed volume too. As well as cars, buses and
motorcycles engines and horns; itinerant merchants and shops
that use cornets, audio recordings and shrill whistles to sell. Noise
has been imposed as a method for attracting attention, on hand of
everyone. Silence has ceased to be a possibility or a choice. The
way we use technology has provoked injustice and aural contamination. We are so used to it that setting a certain limit to the
volume of devices could be taken as arbitrary; however, I think
that if tried would lead to a greater social welfare than harm.
The above mentioned would only be possible if we had the capacity to become austere. Austere is someone who can be described
as abstentious, tempered and severe, who does not brag and does
adjust rigorously to the norms of ethics and collective coexistence; a respectful and measured individual who does not bother
people whom he shares the environment. Unfortunately, nowadays we are as deliberately extensive as the possibilities allow us,
and the economic constraint limits it. On the contrary, we have
become gross, impolite, without ﬁnesse and respect towards the
others. We do not do what is appropriate or adequate, but what we
actually can, dependent always on someone who enforce rules;
otherwise there is nothing left but to resign oneself to bear the
impertinence and lack of tact of others. In a scene like this, the
moderate seems as a pompous or exaggerated person, unable to
stand loud reggaeton on a Wednesday midnight. Silence only
exists at monasteries and countrysides (and I am afraid those
places have been assaulted by this illness too). Cities are replete of
noise addicts, fugitives from themselves, restless people that
spread over others, shouting and pushing. We separate ourselves
with headphones to shelter from streets and transients inhospitality. Noise encloses us and distances us from others and from
ourselves.
Therefore I think it would be interesting to reach consensus on
how to measuredly use the powers that technology has extended
indistinctly. Not in order to multiply the rules that already shape
our behavior, but to forge a sane and fair form of coexistence. To
ﬁnd an equilibrium between what we can do and what we ought to
do. To be able to live in a serene way and to listen ourselves again.
To regain the possibility of choosing silence.

Thatcher’s phrase’s destructivity consists in the fact that when we dismantle society, one of the main reasons of human survival is also impaired.
There is evidence everywhere. From environmental, political, economical,
to sanitary terms at this speciﬁc time, we are suffering the consequences of
educating a whole generation under the premise that society does not exist.
If the prevalence of one is more important than that of the collectivity,
everything tumbles down. The greatest damage we have gone through neoliberalism is the deiﬁcation of individual will above all. For this reason I
hope that positive changes come after post-coronavirus society. This pandemic has made it clear that beyond question (and there were still doubts
after 2008 ﬁnancial crisis), market and society objectives are more and
more divergent. ¿Would it be our last chance to bry this mentality before it
is too late?
To think of these problematics necessarily implies questioning the society
in which we have lived since the 80s. Homo economicus’ rationality required a paradigm shift, making necessary to analyze everything under a
market perspective. If everything is treated as a company, it is mandatory to
maximize utilities at any cost: a jungle, a community, people’s welfare,
among many others. At the end of the day, these are taken indistinctly as
assets, goods or resources;we are not razing a jungle but using natural capital. We are not terminating a community’s human rights, just facilitating
the access to human capital instead. We have monetized life itself. It is clear
that to understand the world under this approach has a price to pay. In
terms of available resources there is a recent1 study which sets the challenge
we are facing as society. To pursue economic growth regardless any criteria
will not be possible without seriously harming biodiversity. Unfortunately,
the impact of this mentality is not limited to the natural sphere. As an organized society we have changed to such an extent that we are no longer looking for the development of all its members.
In Spain, Coronavirus has painfully shown the consequences when government cuts back resources to public health. There are terrible outcomes
when public conveniences are taken as an expense and not as a right. The
size and magnitude of this crisis overshadows other expressions of the same
problem, but are still there. We are experiencing a social crisis that manifests in many different ways. One immediate example is that our subsistence depends on people which do not earn what they ought to. On the other
hand, the houses we live in were not built in a human scale. Millions of
people were forced to isolate inside tiny spaces, sometimes without enough
light or ventilation. Again, it is important to acknowledge that architecture
lost its human component, even through a democratic way of living. Endless
public housing built and abandoned during Felipe Calderón administration,
former president of Mexico, and the construction of minute coliving spaces
in the trendy neighborhood in Mexico City, La Condesa, are the two faces of
the same coin.
What choice do we have left? In my opinion, we need to strengthen the
public and revalue the collectivity. It is compulsory to confront what we are
facing and what comes. Immigration, inequality and climate change are
challenges that require this vision. It implies not only to question the prevalent economic model, but the political one as well, which ought to be
rethought. Global problems cannot be solved with national actions, but a
new mentality could.
How would this path be? It is clear. There is not better institution in any
society to be responsible for this than the State. To a priori ascribe it an
authoritarian vein is such a common place that it is almost a cliché. Thus, it
is important to reﬂect on its function too in order to place it as the main institution to defend a common beneﬁt in any given society. To protect a forest
or any other natural source is such an obligation of that State as to determine who is allowed to perform a cardiac surgery or ﬂy planes. It is necessary
to set an example of the proper functioning of a State. The Nordic countries
have taught us that when a State watches over their citizens’ interests,
strong, wholesome, conscious and educated societies emanate. Therefore,
it is imperative, before this crisis, to underpin the State. It is only from this
entrenchment that a sustainable future is devisable.
1 Otero, I, Farrell, KN, Pueyo, S, et al. Biodiversity policy beyond economic growth.
Conservation Letters. 2020; e12713. https://doi.org/10.1111/conl.12713
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LETTER TO THE NAVAJO NATION

To the Navajo Nation, to every mother and father, brother and
sister, daughter and son, and to every Elder in the Navajo
Reservation, we are sending these protective face-masks to you
with the small hopes to be of help with how Covid19 has struck
your community. We send them with our hearts full of prayers
for each and every one of you, though we cannot make and send
a mask for everyone our thoughts and our heart-songs are with
every one of you.
Your ancient culture has taught us, we are all connected on the
Living Earth, so I’d like to share with you that these 100+ masks
were made by Raúl and Flora, a couple who has grown their
family for a bit over two decades in Escondido, California, but
who are originally from a small town in the Sierra Mixteca of
Oaxaca, Mexico. This Mixtec-Mexican family, who immigrated
a couple of decades ago, has had to transform its small upholstery family business into making masks to help pull through the
economic hardship; theirs is just one of uncountable tidal waves
that this pandemic has unleashed on Human Kind worldwide,
like an invisible Tsunami crashing one way or the other on every
single Human shore.
The Mother is telling us all: I love you, but I am sick, I am out
of balance because of you, and for this you must all experience
illness together as one, and with me, in every single corner of
the world, for you are all equal to me if not to each other, and
you are all vulnerable to me because Life is vulnerable to itself.
We are one with the Earth, she reunites us no matter on what
speciﬁc earthly point we may individually stand, from you I
have learned this long before the pandemic ever hit, and to you
and all Native American Cultures I am grateful for how your culture has nourished my spirit and enriched my heart throughout
my personal path, and thankful for this opportunity Life gives
me to be the stitch in the Weaver’s tapestry by which Raúl and
Flora’s masks can reach your hands today.
I am grateful to the Giver for the chance to share with you and
with them, a small but immeasurable honor, to serve as bridge!
The masks are made with Love and Heart. So please know, really
know this: You are not alone. Stay Strong, stay Safe, but mostly
Trust. You know this, the centuries of oppression have not
ended the millenary wisdom running through your veins and
vibrating in the Song of your People... The Earth loves us! We are
connected to Her, to every living thing, and to each other. We
love the Earth in return! Ahó!
In closeness, your brother, Adam Kadmon.

